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Unika Vaev’s Solid Core Felt Panels are awarded the Cradle to Cradle Certification
North Franklin CT, July 2021 - Unika Vaev, provider of fresh solutions for contract textile and
acoustical needs, is pleased to announce that our Ecoustic® Solid Core Felt Panels have been
awarded the internationally recognized, lifecycle-based Cradle to Cradle Certification.

To receive certification, products are assessed for environmental and social performance across
five critical sustainability categories: material health, material reuse, renewable energy and
carbon management, water stewardship, and social fairness. The award includes our collections
produced from the Ecoustic® Solid Core Felt Panels – below you can view a few of our certified
products. To see our complete collection of certified products please go to our website.
Ecoustic® V - A collection of acoustic panels and tiles with an elegant aesthetic and acoustic
performance.
The collection is available in nine timeless designs, three solid color core thicknesses, six sizes,
and a variety of colors for ultimate design flexibility. The panels can be installed both vertically
and horizontally. NRC rating between .20 – .65.
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Ecoustic® Ceiling Edit – Flat acoustic ceiling tiles available in five cut-out designs.
The Ecoustic® Ceiling Edit are highly functional and decorative drop-in ceiling tiles. The Edit
ceiling panels can fit in any existing T-Grid/drop-in suspended ceiling systems. The Ceiling Edit
Tiles are ideal to feature across an entire ceiling or in a combination with Unika Vaev’s Ceiling
Flats. NRC rating is between .80 - .95 depending on panel thickness.

Ecoustic Sculpt™ Collection – Enhance the acoustic properties in your space.
The Ecoustic Sculpt™ Collection is available in 15 different design profiles. The tiles are
designed for easy installation in standard or slimline drop ceiling grid systems. Sculpt™ adds
character and elevates design to any interior space. NRC rating is between .65 - .90 depending
on design profile/infill option.

•••
Unika Vaev was founded in 1975 and currently provides a wide range of solutions for Contract
Textile applications. Unika Vaev’s extensive Acoustic Product Collection provides multiple
functional and aesthetically pleasing sound absorption and diffusion solutions for ceiling, wall,
floor, stationary and movable screens.
unikavaev.com
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